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Where is the product support?
Technology that solves problems is
great, but of little use if you have to take
an already overloaded engineering staff
and generate the technology baseline
before you can begin utilizing it for
your application. I’ll look at two inter-
esting solutions for IEEE-1394 – one
from Intoto (www.intotoinc.com) and
one from Microware Systems Cor-
poration (www.microware.com). These
two software products represent two
approaches for providing the IEEE-
1394 baseline for companies interested
in utilizing the technology.

Intoto’s eFireStack solution was written
in ANSI C and developed to run in
embedded system environments. This
solution is ported to multiple real-time
operating systems and is portable to any
real-time operating system. In addition,
Intoto seems to have concentrated on
providing support for multiple link con-
trollers from vendors such as Texas
Instruments, Philips, IBM, and Fujitsu.

Figure 1 shows a software block diagram
of the eFireStack product. The lowest
common denominator for implementa-
tion on a generic real-time operating sys-
tem is the task. Done puristically (accord-
ing to the OSI 7-layer model) each of the
functional layers of the IEEE-1394 im-
plementation would typically be imple-
mented as its own task for modularity
and unit testability reasons. Due to the
extremely high data rates of the technol-
ogy, too many context switches can gen-
erate enough thrashing overhead to break
any IEEE-1394 implementation. Intoto
solved this problem by minimizing the
number of tasks in the implementation of
eFireStack. The time spent in the inter-
rupt context is also kept to a minimum so

The world is becoming increasingly multimedia – killer apps include sharing 
video, still images, and audio. As a result, people are constantly searching for 
more efficient ways of delivering this information. The IEEE-1394 specification
(commonly referred to as “Firewire”) was developed to address this exact need. 

What is IEEE-1394 and how does it relate to CompactPCI systems?
There are two interface levels in IEEE-1394 – one for the backplane bus within a
computer and another for point-to-point interface between a device and computer. In
convergence voice and datacom applications that require isochronous traffic support
(like video streams), the backplane dimension of IEEE-1394 presents a viable back-
plane transport option for CompactPCI devices.

IEEE-1394 consists of four protocol layers:
■ Bus Management Layer: This layer provides a flexible system that connects

between multiple devices.
■ Transaction Layer: This layer deals with Control and Status Register (CSR)

request/response protocols for read, write, and lock operations.
■ Link Layer: This layer takes the request/response directives and generates byte

frames (or packets) that flow across the physical layer device.
■ Physical Layer: This implements the electrical and mechanical requirements 

of the IEEE-1394 specification. This layer also implements initialization 
and arbitration services to prevent more than one node from sending data
simultaneously.

IEEE-1394 supports asynchronous and isochronous data transfers. Due to the timing
criticality of isochronous data (data that must be synchronized using separate clock
and data channels such as video), real-time environments are important to IEEE-1394
operation. IEEE-1394 runs at 400 Mbps today with a roadmap of 800-1 Gbps+. In
addition, a variety of video camcorders are coming out with IEEE-1394 built into the
device. The IEEE-1394 organization states that 7.6 million PCs and notebooks
shipped in 1999 with IEEE-1394 capability. IEEE-1394 is also finding its way into
solving the in-car navigation problems of the auto/telematics industry. Auto manu-
facturers are struggling to come up with technology that will enable them to utilize
audio/video entertainment and navigation systems in addition to hooking in cell
phones or other portable devices into the cars. IEEE-1394 is a great starting founda-
tion to solve this problem.

Here’s the kicker: 1394 characteristics include high-speed deterministic communi-
cation, low cost, guaranteed bandwidth, and hot pluggability. These characteristics
make 1394 ideal for interconnecting the components of modular real-time systems
such as simulation systems, manufacturing automation and industry control equip-
ment. Hot pluggability (the same attractive feature of CompactPCI) is also a feature
of IEEE-1394. So maybe it does make sense. Perhaps someday, CompactPCI will
create an extension to allow for an IEEE-1394 backplane connectivity between cards
of an industrial or communications system.

IEEE-1394: not just for camcorders
any more
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that an incoming packet
is available to be
processed.

These product imple-
mentations show that
companies can leverage
IEEE-1394 technology
without having to take
it on as a core com-
petency. Companies
like Intoto and Micro-
ware are providing
IEEE-1394 foundation
solutions for use in a
wide variety of em-
bedded applications.
Who knows? Maybe in
the not too distant
future we’ll see our first
CompactPCI board an-
nouncement that fea-
tures IEEE-1394 as the
backplane transmission

medium for “multimedia capable” com-
munications products.

there is sufficient time available to process other critical functions in the system. The
eFireStack APIs provide asynchronous notification capability by utilizing callback
mechanisms. These callback functions provided by the appli-
cations are called in the context of a dispatcher task. This fur-
ther minimizes task switching, which improves the perfor-
mance of this implementation. The eFireStack implementation
also provides a number of additional capabilities like IP over
IEEE-1394.

Microware’s implementation of their IEEE-1394 product is
shown in Figure 2. This implementation is not RTOS inde-
pendent. It relies on the OS-9 real-time operating system and
the SoftStax integrated communications framework.
SoftStax is a driver based communications framework that
eliminates context switching by enabling protocol layers to
be implemented as stackable drivers. The implementation of
the IEEE-1394 protocol layers within this specific environ-
ment allows this implementation to recognize significant
performance gains.

Figure 3 shows the data flow and originating context through
these driver modules. The protocol stack consists of a link layer
driver that initializes the link layer controller. Microware sup-
ports the FujiFilm MD8412 and MD8413 link layer controllers.
The SP1394 driver implements the transaction layer. This layer
initializes the control and status registers within the protocol
and implements the node controller and bus management func-
tions. Each driver is reentrant and position independent, so they
are invoked either by the application performing the IEEE-1394
communication or a receive task that is notified via an interrupt
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HOT SWAP/LIVE INSERTION
Pigeon Point Systems
Model: Pigeon Point Hot Swap Kit RSC No: 8170
A Hot Swap Kit (HSK) for Windows 2000 • Layers on top of
Microsoft Windows 2000 to add support for inserting and
removing CompactPCI I/O boards without the power down
sequence that is necessary in a conventional commercial-
grade computer • Uses the Plug and Play (PnP) facility built
into Windows 2000, including standard Windows 2000-
based PnP device driver and application notification para-
digms • Adaptable to additional CompactPCI hardware plat-
forms and boards using APIs compliant with the Hot Swap
Infrastructure Interface Specification 

REMOTE ACCESS
Computer I/O
Tel: 301-725-1200
Model: DirectWare RSC No: 8029
A flexible data communications middleware solution for
embedded/enterprise application developers • Provides
easy access to data services from various sources across a
distributed, multi-node network • Provides high-perfor-
mance data streaming capabilities across a distributed
client/server architecture • Designed specifically for system
developers in the Telecom Test & Measurement and
Remote Data Access markets

SOFTWARE: DATA COM
Signal Processing Associates
Tel: 61 3 9800 2000
Model: Multichannel G.723.1 Speech CODEC
RSC No: 3038
A new multiple-channel audio compression Codec mod-
ule that will greatly benefit multimedia applications requir-
ing high density low bit rate speech compression • DSP
based G.723.1 module is fully compliant with the ITU
specifications and provides speech compression at 5.3
kbits/sec and 6.3 kbits/sec • Some features of the multi-
channel optimized G.723.1 module include its low DSP
resource usage of 19.9 MIPS (at 5.3 kbits/sec), Program
Memory of 9.75k and Data Memory of 11.4k (additional
channels require only 0.91k of Data Memory per chan-
nel), when running on an ADSP-21xx DSP • Typical appli-
cations for the SPA G.723.1 Codec include Internet, VoIP,
H.323 and other packet networks as well as H.320, H.324
VideoPhones and other Multimedia products • For VoIP
applications, Signal Processing Associates can also pro-
vide DTMF Detection, G.165 Echo Cancellation and Jitter
Buffer technology

Model: Voice/Fax/Data Relat S/W RSC No: 3037
A DSP algorithm for relaying voice, fax, and data over
reduced bandwidth digital channels and packet networks •
Includes fully compliant ITU-T speech codecs G.723.1,
G.729/A/B, G.728, G.726, G.722, and G.711 • ITU-T Group
3 support for V.17, V.33, V.29, V.27ter, and V.21 Ch 2 •
Provides data support for V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V.22, Bell
212A, V.23, V.21, and Bell 103 • Relay is a full duplex sys-
tem which compresses the voice, fax or data modem sig-
nals to allow transportation over any digital transmission
medium at channel rates ranging from 4kbits/sec to
64kbits/sec • Typical applications for Relay include Internet,
VoIP, Multimedia, Digital Satellite, ISDN/PSTN, Digital
Radio, ATM networks and other forms of digital circuits and
leased lines • SPA have also developed a range of compat-
ible options for Relay such as G.165 Echo Cancellation,
DTMF detection, Voice Activity Detection, Tone Detection
and Forward Error Correction

SOFTWARE: DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
BittWare
Tel: 603-226-0404
Model: DSP 21K Toolkit RSC No: 7252
A toolkit that includes a collection of libraries, applications,
and diagnostics • Provides the glue between the application
and the hardware • Host Interface Library provides com-
munications between host and DSPs • Diag21k command
line diagnostic utility • DspHost includes STD I/O libraries
from SHARC to host • DspBad includes DSP board auto-
mated diagnostics • 16-bit version for MS-DOS and
Windows 3.1 and a 32-bit version for Windows 95/98/NT

Model: Porting Kit RSC No: 7253
A Porting Kit that allows users to easily adapt the DSP21k
Toolkit to fit the system, so users can develop DSP appli-
cations for BittWare boards • Includes example programs,
diagnostic utilities, and a C-callable Host Interface Library
(HIL) • Easily adapts to fit any operating system • Clean and
easy-to-use programming interface • Includes source code
for the Diag21k interactive diagnostic utility • Supports 16-
bit or 32-bit operating systems 

Model: VDSP Target RSC No: 7254
A plug-in to Analog Devices’ VisualDSP Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) that allows the VisualDSP
debugger to communicate directly with BittWare’s DSP
boards • Compiles and links code in the VisualDSP inte-
grated development environment and immediately debugs
code on the BittWare board • A full-featured software
debugger, the VisualDSP Target, allows the user to set
breakpoints, single-step through code, view memory, and
run code on multiple processors • Software-based debug-

ger eliminates the need for JTAG hardware • Debugger sup-
ports single stepping in both “C” and assembly modes •
Graphing capability allows users to plot SHARC memory •
Memory window makes it easy to view, read, write, and fill
SHARC memory 
Jungo Ltd
Tel: 877-514-0537
Model: Go Hot-Swap Development Toolkit RSC No: 8459
Operating system and device drivers support CompactPCI
Hot Swap • Adds CompactPCI Hot Swap capabilities to
Linux/Embedded Linux, Solaris, VxWorks, and Windows •
Extension plugs into the operating system and adds all the
necessary software layers that are required to support
CompactPCI Hot Swap • Includes driver development tools
• Provides the mechanism to manage and administrate the
Compact PCI bus - insertion, removal, resources manage-
ment and allocation, enumeration, event dispatching, and
PCI device registers initialization

TELECOM
Aculab plc
Tel: 44 1908 273802
Model: TiNG RSC No: 8166
A new benchmark in speech board technology that allows
a developer to choose multiple functionality within the
capacities of each DSP enabling developers to choose their
own algorithm combination from Aculab’s portfolio, which
includes, text-to-speech (TTS), automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) and fax • DSP’s on a resource board can be con-
figured through software to perform a range of functions
under the developer or integrator’s control • Suitable for
use on any hardware variant of Aculab’s Prosody card, and
may also be used on the ISDN basic rate and T1 PCI half
card digital network access products that can optionally
host a single Prosody DSP

TELEPHONY: GENERAL
Spider Software
Tel: 508-303-0488
Model: SpiderSLM RSC No: 7859
SS7 protocol software that allows SS7 communication
devices based on the Motorola MPC860 microprocessor to
quadruple the number T1/E1 interface channels (from 4 to
16) available as signaling links • An increase in accessible
SS7 links means a significant decrease in the hardware
necessary for a given application • Reduces the number of
SS7 devices traditionally required by up to 75 percent •
Removes this restriction by replacing the functionality in
the processor with a software solution • Obsoletes the
microcode and provides 16 SS7 links per MPC860 •
Completely transparent to the MTP2 user
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